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NOTE: OPis are denoted in BOLD TYPE.
1.

The meeting was called to order at 0900 hrs by the Chair, BGen King.

2.

OPENING REMARKS
a.

Chair, BGen King: The format for meetings used for the last few combined
Guard and REC meetings was primarily for the sake of efficiency. Many
briefings provided were the same for the Guard and the REC. Now that the I 00th
Planning Guidance and Regimental Plan have been issued, the Guard could focus
on Regimental issues, which need to be more strategic in nature.

b.

BGen King welcomed Col Dawe back from Afghanistan and congratulated BGen
Brennan on his promotion.

c.

COR: We spent a lot of time on the I 00th, but now we have to leave that in the
capable hands of the REC. The Guard should focus on long-term Regimental
issues. In recent discussions with Lady Patricia, she indicated her desire to join
the Regiment at the Frezenberg Commemoration, if she is able.

d.

LGen Semianiw: The Regiment is at that point where we can capitalize and
institutionalize the ideas we have been talking about for years. A lot of progress
has been made over the last couple of years. Financially we are in great shape.
The REC has done some exceptional work in getting us to this state. The Guard
needs to stait looking post 100th.

e.

Chair: The intent of this meeting is to discuss:
(I)

Identify the long term goals of the Regiment;

(2)

What do we need to do to achieve those goals;

(3)

Who can help us and how to we reach out to those organizations and
people; and

(4)

How to maintain and cultivate reciprocal relationships that will last
beyond the I 00th.

3.

REVIEW OF MINUTES. There were no issues with the minutes as presented. The RM
pointed out that the opening of the Anniversary Office was delayed to 7 September 2012.
The development of the web p01tal was on track to prnvide a demo to the REC in June
and the site open in-line with the AO.

4.

In addition, LCol Ritchie requires the PPCLI financial request that will be submitted to
the Army Commander for consideration. The R22eR already submitted their request for
Public Funds (RM).

5.

The minutes were accepted as presented and approved by BGen King.

6.

I 00 th Anniversary Issues
a.

Regimental Funds. LGen Semianiw stated the Regiment will not go into debt for
the l 00th. We are to use what funds we have set aside or will raise for the 100th.
Minimise risk and use other peoples' money where possible.
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b.

Centennial Book. The Centennial Book project is on schedule. The draft text and
first selection of pictures have been delivered to the Regimental Editorial Board
(REB). There are discussions and exchanges between the Regiment and the
contracted production team. There are no red flags on the project.

c.

Museum Improvement Project (MIP). The project is on schedule for completion
by December 2013 . Funds needed for the project were $1.15 Million. To date,
we have raised approximately $1.6 Million. Since the funds raised were for the
MIP, any surplus will have to be identified to the donating body and permission
requested to redirect the funds. No surpluses are to be declared at this time, in
case of unforeseen costs.

d.

Hamilton Gault Memorial Park (HGMP). There is an issue as to what and how
much support CFB Edmonton can provide towards the HGMP. The Association
is recommending that all work on the HGMP be suspended and the alternate site
for a memorial in Griesbach be considered. The Secretary for the Association
(Mike Austdal) is working closely with RHQ and Canada Lands Company
(CLC) to develop the option. A meeting will be taking place with City of
Edmonton representatives to gain the necessary approval and support. Col
Anderson stated this is not an "either/or" issue. The HGMP will stay where it is;
the new site option will be developed as appropriate.

7.

CONPLAN Patricia Farewell. The preparation for the CON PLAN started several years
ago. This is a close-hold document. There is a standing task for I PPCLI to execute.
Contribution includes pall-bearers, attendance by select leadership (COR, reps from the
Guard and REC, RM, etc). The key issue is the ability to execute on short notice.
Chairman of the REC and the President of the Guard will coordinate. The Regimental
Contingency Fund has approximately $22K set aside for this CONPLAN. Lady
Patricia's son (David) and the COR have been in regular contact. At this time, Lady
Patricia is in good health (RM).
Note: The COR has contacted Lady Patricia's family and it was decided that Regimental
patticipation in this CON PLAN will be minimal, restricting attendance to key
appointments. Regimental participation in a public ceremony will go through normal
military channels.

8.

Colonel-in-Chief. The Regiment needs a CONPLAN for Mme Clarkson. COR will
discuss with Mme Clarkson. At the next Guard meeting, potential successors will be
discussed (COR).

9.

Honoura1y Patricias (HP). Appointment of HP is a fundamental policy issue. The COR
discussed fundamental criteria for selection of HP, to include ability to help the Regiment
to achieve its long-term goals. However, HP are first to be considered friends and not
sources for cash: 'friends before money.' Exclusivity of HP is imp01tant and the
Regimental Commendation system allows for a graduated system of acknowledgement
for supporters. Selection criteria and process is critical. Candidates will be vetted
through the Guard then go to the COR for final approval (LGen Semianiw offered to
draft the guidance).

I 0.

The COR indicated his intent to reconnect with the current Honoura1y Patricias to bring
them closer to the Regimental family. Fmther discussion lead to the requirement for
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Regimental outreach to the widows of former CORs and families of the fallen. The COR
offered to assume this role. A requirement for COR TOR was identified and the COR
offered to draft (COR).
Note: In Dec 12, the COR connected with Honourary Patricias and former CORs and
their families.
11.

There was additional discussion regarding families of the fallen. LGen Senianiw
emphasised the Regiment's obligation to keep in touch and them, to the appropriate
extent (RM).

12.

Regimental Goals. The Guard President initiated a discussion on what should be the long
term strategic goals of the Regt particularly in light of the Foundation's commitment for
fund-raising in the next five years. A broad discussion ensued during which time such
notions as the provision of complementa1y support to ve1terans and their families,
improving the Museum to preserve the Regt' s heritage, the provisions of recreational
facilities to serving and retired members were discussed. Based on the discussion, there
was consensus that the Guard needed to clarify its strategic goals to build on those
identified in the Regt Manual and account for the expectations and realities of the future.
Further discussion was deferred until the next Guard meeting and in the interim, Col
Anderson was asked and agreed to provide a draft framework for discussion. (Col
Anderson).

13.

The PPCLI Foundation. The Guard membership discussed the role of the Foundation and
the relationship of its activities to the other compoenents of the Regt family. The PPCLI
Foundation has been recognized by CRA. The Guard fully recognized the Foundation
works 'pro-bono' and their work is much appi•eciated, but efforts must be synchronized.
The COR emphasised the requirement for the Foundation to be 'at-arm's-length.' LGen
(Ret'd) Foster and MGe1i (Ret'd) Ashton were invited to speak on behalf of the PPCLI
Foundation. MGen Ashton gave an outline of the cmrent status of The PPCLI
Foundation to include context, time-lines for building the organization and raising
money-www.ppclifoundation.ca. All necessaty documents were in-place and he cited the
Foundation's requirement and respect for transparency. The cul'l'ent challenge is
confusion between the Association/Foundation/Regimental Fund. All agreed that
communications with prospective supp01ters must be synchronized and the Foundation
representatives confirmed that goal of $900k for the I 00th Commemoration was realistic,
but not guaranteed. The financial goal by 2018 is $5Million. The discussion was
summarized by the President of the Guard citing that the Guard would serve as the
coordinating agency for activities between the Foundation, Association and serving
component (REC and Guard). He also noted the requirement to dev~lop a more elaborate
system of managing prospective donors and any funds that are garnered by the
Foundation, Association or serving component.
Note: Since Sep 12, the Guard President chaired monthly telephone conferences to
maintain synchronization across the Regt family. Pa1ticipants included: the COR,
Chairman of the REC, the Foundation, the Association, Col D. Anderson, the
Anniversaiy Office and RHQ. Additionally, a framework for donor coordination
between the elements of the Regt was developed in Shilo in Nov 12 and was adopted by
the Regt in Feb 13.
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14.

The Foundation •ctiscussion was concluded with the acknowledgement by the COR that
the foundation was in-line with the Regiment's goals. The President of the Guard's final
comment clearly indicated the importance of the Foundation as we move to the futme.

15.

Guidance. From BGen King, President of the PPCLI Guard:

16.

a.

The Anniversary Office will be opened in the summer of 2012. Col Anderson
and the Chairman of the REC will work 011 the structure of the AO. We will need
to rely on a surge capability;

b.

The information provided by LCol Sa..iian during the Guard/REC PD session in
Oct 11 is important. We need to incorporate influence strategy into the way we
conduct outreach and fundraising. This needs to be considered for both the near
and long terms; and

c.

We need to create a better calendar and generate an engagement plan. The
calendar needs to include our social activities and exercises.

CJQ.sJng Remark~. The Chair thanked the ot·ganizers and attendees for their time and
effort.
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